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Abstract. A finite source queueing system is studied in which jobs
generated by a source arrive independently but are served in a batch
manner. The servicing includes source interdependencies. The input and
service distributions are allowed to be generally distributed. A nonstandard product form expression is obtained for the steady state
joint queue length distribution and shown to be insensitive (i.e. to
depend on only mean input and service times) . The result is of both
practical and theoretical interest as an extension of more Standard
batch service systems.
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- 21. Introduction
Queueing models have been extensively applied to telecommunication
analysis and computer performance evaluation over the last decades
while presently they also enjoy an increasing popularity in flexible
manufacturing and stochastic Petri nets.
Generally, the assumption is made that jobs can leave a service
station one at a time. However, in various present-day applications it
appears more realistic that jobs depart in batches. For instance, in
voice-data communication along digitized channels a number of time
slots (to be seen as servers) are released at the same time. In
parallel programming various program modules may have

to be run

simultaneously. In flexible manufacturing, parts are often worked upon
(e.g.

coated, heated, polished) or transported

(e.g. by automated

guided vehicles) grouped at pallets. In Petri nets, finally, the
firing of a transitzon often requires various tokens to be released
(completed) at the same time.

The literature on systems with synchronous servicing seems to be
restricted to systems in which jobs to be served simultaneously all
arrive at the same time. A distinction is then to be made between
systems

in which jointly used servers are released

independently

(independent case) or at the same time (concurrent case) . For the
independent case some analytical results are available (cf.- Green [5],
[6], Seila [12]), but generally a numerical or approximative approach
seems to be needed (cf. Federgruen and Green [3], Fletcher et.al.
[4]). For the concurrent case the celebrated product form has been
established under

the assumptions

of exponential

inputs and lost

arrivals upon blocking (cf. Arthurs and Kaufman [1], Kaufman [8],
Schwartz and Kraimeche [11], Whitt [13]).

The system under study in this paper can be regarded as just the
opposite of the independent service case in that jobs to be served
simultaneously all depart at the same time but arrive one after the
other. This leads to an essentially different complication as jobs
have to wait for other jobs to arrive before service can be started.

- 3In our analysis we allow the input to be of a state dependent multisource

type

while

both

the

interarrival

and

service

times

are

generally distributed. Moreover, a state dependent service allocation
is included so as to model source interdependencies.
This

system

cannot be

analyzed

as

a more

Standard

system with

simultaneous servicing as the jobs arrive one after the other, while
it cannot be seen as a more Standard state dependent restricted finite
source system as the presence of jobs not in service and the size of
batch departures influence both the arrival and source interdependent
service rates.
A

product

form

expression

will

be

derived.

This

expression

is

insensitive to the distributional forms of the input and service
distributions (i.e. it depends on only their means). At first glance
this product form may seem Standard, but it is not, as the marginal
terms per source have no geometrie or birth-death type form (see
remark 3.1). Moreover, insensitivity is generally known to fail when
waiting is involved. Here, however this is not the case. Finally, it
is to be emphasized that no conditions are imposed upon the source
interdependent

service

rates. The

technique

of

the proof

is of

interest in itself as it requires a more general notion of partial
balance than is standardly known to be responsible for insensitive
product form expressions. (see remark 3.3).

The result can also be regarded as a first step towards queueing
networks

with

batch

departures.

Such

networks

are

currently

of

increasing interest for applications such as voice-data transmission
analysis, packet switching and flexible manufacturing. Most notably
also, the feature of batch departures

seems of interest for the

recently developing area of stochastic Petri nets (cf. Molloy [9]), as
the firing of a transition is sometimes initiated by simultaneously
released

tokens. The results of this paper may motivate

ivestigation in these directions.

further

. 4 .
2. Model
Consider a system with M sources that generate jobs to be served by a
multiple

processor

in

the

following

manner.

A

source

remains

generating new jobs as long as service upon its jobs has not started.
Upon a new job generation by a source a batch service upon all its
jobs can be initiated as one of the following happens:
(i) the job is rejected and lost after which the source starts a new
job generation.
(ii) the job is accepted but no service upon the jobs from this
source is started.
(iii) the job is accepted and initiates a service upon all jobs from
that source simultaneously. That is they all begin and end
service concurrently. During this service no other jobs are
generated by the source. The job generation by this source is
restarted upon completion of this service.
More precisely, when a newly arriving job from source i raises the
number of source i jobs requiring service to nA , a batch service upon
these jobs is started with probability

M ^ )

(i-1

M)

Let [h,s] — ((nx,sx),...,(r^ ,sM)) denote

(2.1)
that nx jobs

from

source i

are currently waiting for service when si=l while in service when
si=2, where we always assume si=l for ^ = 0 , i=l,...,M. Then the n±
jobs from a source i with st=2 are served at a state dependent
positive service rate:

0i(ni|[h,s])

(st-2 ;i=l,...M).

The required service amount for a batch of nt

(2.2)
jobs from source i is

random and may depend on the batch size as given by the distribution
n

function Sii (.) with mean ri (nL).
Conversely, also the job generation times of a source are allowed to

- 5have a general random distribution depending upon its number of jobs
waiting for service. With nL the number of jobs already generated by
source i and waiting for service, the distribution function for a next
n

generation by source i is

i

given by GL (.) and assumed to have a mean

yi (n±) for all nt < Et while for n± > BL no new jobs are generated,
where Bi is some given constant (possibly infinite).
n

Without
n

loss of generality we assume that the distributions

n

i

i

G±

(.)

i

and Sn± (.) are continuously differentiable with densities gt (.)
and av i (.) repectively. Also, in order to guarantee that generated
jobs are ever served we impose the natural conditions:
Z

1

bi(k)[l-bi(l)]...[l-b1(k-l)] - 1, and

b^Bi) = 1, i-1

M.

(2.3)

Remarks.
2.1. The assumption that a source stops generating jobs while its jobs
are being served may for instance reflect that some device such as a
carrier or transporter is needed for either generating or servicing
jobs.

In stochastic

Petri nets

it naturally

arises

as a source

directly empties itself by firing a batch of tokens.
2.2. As a particular example of probabilities b±(n) initiating a batch
service of size n, we may have

r°

n<B.

l 1

n=B.

b . ( n ) = <I
i

1
1

which corresponds to batch services of a fixed size Bj^ for jobs from
source

i.

This

applications.

example

is

typically

involved

in

manufacturing

- 62.3. The state dependent service rates (2.2) can be used to model for
instance a single-server or multi-server discipline for the jobs of a
given source. This however can also be achieved by appropriate number
dependent

service

distributions S" . More importantly, however, they

may function as delay or acceleration factors upon particular sources
to reflect source interdependencies such as an excess of a common
threshold, a joint processor-sharing server, or a source preference.
For example, with n2[s] the number of

sources with jobs in service,

we may have
C1
0 (n |[n,s]) = \
L
2

if n [s] < L
Z

(2.5)

if n2[s] > L

to reflect that the servicing speed of a single server for each source
is doubled if more than L sources are to be served at the same time.
Or we can use,

0i(ni|[h,s]) =

ni/[Sj:s

_.2nj.]

(2.6)

to represent that service is provided by a single processor-sharing
server. Or we can model 2 sources with an "almost" service priority
for source 2 by choosing an arbitrarily small e>0 and letting
A.
01(n1|[n,s])

02(n2|[n,s])

, Si-2

,

s2-l

= |

rl
= |

(2.7)

sx=l

, s2=2

n

2 . 4 . By a l l o w i n g t h e g e n e r a t i o n and s e r v i c e time d i s t r i b u t i o n s Gt
n

i

and

i

SL

respectively

to

depend on the number of current jobs n A , we can

model various input and service disciplines such as a Poissonian (with
constant

rate)

or

finite

source

input

(with

decreasing

rate

proportional to [HL -nt ] for some given M t ) and a single-server (with
unit

capacity) or multi-server

discipline

(with' service

proportional to n ± ) . The details are left to the reader.

capacity

- 73. Product form results.
Let the sources be numbered 1,...,M and denote by
[n,s,r] = {(^.Si,^) ; i=l,...,M)
the state in which nt jobs from source i are waiting for service when
si=l while in service when si=2, and in which vi

is the corresponding

residual time up to the next job generation (when si=l) or service
completion (when s1=2) respectively, where we assume that s^l
nj^—O. For a vector t — (tt

tM) and with ^ = n for some given i,

let t - (n)L + (m)i denote the santé vector with t^n
ti=m.

for

replaced by

(i.e. the i-th component is changed from n into m) . Also,

abbreviate t -(t i ) i + (ti-l)i by t-ei.
Without

loss

of

generality

assume

that

the corresponding

Markov
n(.)

process has a unique stationary probability density function

which is continuously differentiable in all lts residual lifetime
components TCL , i=l,...,M. The following key-resul t_ is then obtained.
Theorem 3.1

With c

a normalizing

constant,

and for

all states

[h,s,r] with n^Bi (i=l,...,M), the equilibrium density function is
given by

jr(.[n,s,r]) - c x

{ n
l

[ï-c^cr.)] n^i-b.ck)] }

[i:Si=l)

k=l

J

ni
f
1
" •*"
1
\ {II
[l-S^Cr^] [0i(ni|[n,s])]"1 bt (^) II [l-b^k)] \
J
Mi: Si-2}
k-1

(3.1)

Proof Due to the Markovian structure it suffices to verify the global
balance or stationary forward Kolmogorov equations. Recalling that
7r(.) is assumed to be continuously differentiable in its residual life
time components ri

and writing 0+ to indicate a right hand limit in 0,

the global balance equations are given by

Z

{i|Si=l,

n i >0}

[af--([n.s,r]) +

TrCCh-e^s.r-CrJi + C O ^ J ) [ l - b ^ n , ) ] g ? 1 ^ ) ] +
E { i l s . - 2 } ^' a ra~

7r

<tn>s>ï']) 0 i ( n i I [ n . s ] ) +

5r([h-ei,s-(2)i

2

i

1
+ ( l ) i , r - ( r i ) i + ( 0 + ) i ] ) b ± (n ± ) a n,
i (ri)] +

7r([h-(0)i+(n)i,s-(l)i+(2)1,r-(ri)i+(0

+

)i])

n=»l
0i(n|[h-(O)i+(n)i,s-(l)i+(2)i])g?(ri)]

- 0
(3.2)

Herein the first sum reflects the out and inrate due to sources with
one or more jobs waiting for service, the second sum corresponds to
the out and inrate due to sources with their jobs in service while the
last sum is concerned with the out and inrate due to sources currently
without jobs. The natural assumption is made that this equation has a
unique probability density solution. We thus need to show that it
n

holds

with
n

(3.1)

substituted.

i

From (3.1) and recalling that gt
n

i

n

i

(.)

i

and a± (.) are the density functions of Gt (.) and Si (.) and noting
that 1-Gii'(0+) - l-S^iO*)
- 1, we obtain
9

ar,

^([n,s,r]) = - g ? 1 ^ ) [1-bidii)]
7r([h-ei,s,r-(ri)i+(0+)i]) , ( i ^ - l , i^X»

£ - ff([n,5,r]) - C T " 1 ^ ) \

(nt)

(3.3)

0i(ni\[n,s])'1

+
7r([h-ei,s-(2)i+(l)i,f-(ri)i+(0 )i])

, (i:Si-2)

(3.4)

- 9jr<[n-(0) + (n)its- (l)1+(2)il'r- (r i ) i + (0+)i) =
•£- tt([n,s\r}) bi(n) {ü

[1-b^k)] }

{•01(n|[n-(O)i + (n)i>s-(l)i + (2)i]) g ^ ) } " 1 , (nt=0)

(3.5)

By substitution of (3.3) and (3.4) we inunediately observe that for
each source i separately the term within [...]

of the first and second

sum in (3.2) is equal to 0. By substituting (3.5) in the third sum of
(3.2) and recalling the boundary condition (2.3), equality to 0 is
also concluded for the term within [...]

for each source with ^ = 0

separately. The proo'f is hereby completed

Let 7r([h,s]) be the stationary probability of a state
[h,s] =

{(nA .Si ) , i-1, . . . ,M}

denoting

that

source i is in status sL

with nt j obs. Then the following corollary is an inunediate consequence
of (3.1) by integrating over values vji and noting that
00

ƒ [l-Gfi(r)] dr o

7i (n i )

(3.6)
co

ƒ [l-sf^r)] dr - ^ ( 1 0
o
It proves a product form expression that depends upon the state
dependent input and service distributions only through their means.
This is generally referred to as insensitivity.
Corollary 3.2 With c

a normalizing constant and for all [h,s] with

n^Bj^ (i=l, . . . ,M) , we have

7r([n,s]) - c {

ïï

7 i (n i )

U'iiSi-l}
vc.11

n'fl-b^k)] j
V=1
k=l

J

Tïi 1
, - -1
'
ri(ni)[0i(ni|[n,s])] % (nt) H [l-b^k)]
i:s<=2)
k=l

(3.7)

- 10 Remark 3.3. Note that (3.2) is actually verified by showing that the
out and inrates are balanced per source. Insensitivity results are
well-known

to

be

related

to

notions

of

balance

per

individual

component or job. (cf. Barbour [2], Schassberger [10], Hordijk en Van
Dijk [7]). For the model of this paper however the job-local-balance
notion is easily shown to fail. This notion of "source balance"
therefore is of interest in itself.
Remark 3.4. The assumption of continuously differentiable interarrival
and service distributions is made for presentational convenience. It
excludes for instance deterministic times. However, by Standard though
complicated

weak

convergence

limiting

approaches _ (cf.

[2])

the

expressions (3.1) and (3.7) can be extended to generally distributed
interarrival and service times.
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